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Obamacare Delay Eases 
Tension, for Now  

 The one-year delay in the enforcement of penalties for certain 

employers who fail to provide health insurance for their full-time (still 

defined as 30 hours per week, although that's now being debated) 

employees isn't only a relief for the employers, it's probably pretty good 

news for a low-wage workforce that was about to get its hours slashed. 

Unskilled laborers who aren't going to get employer-provided health 

insurance anyway can at least have another year to plan for their 

unable-to-get-a-full-time-job future.  
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 IRS Breach Exposes Thousands of Social 
Security Numbers  

 

  

The IRS confirms it inadvertently posted Social Security numbers of 

tens of thousands of Americans on a government website. The 

identifying numbers relate to transactions by nonprofit political 

groups known as 527s.  

 

  
   

   

 

 Delay in Obamacare Rules Stirs Political 
Cauldron  

 

  

The government is providing a temporary reprieve from one of the 

most onerous provisions in the monumental health care law often 

referred to as "Obamacare."  

 

  
   

   

 

 Bada Bing? Gandolfini's Leaves Behind a "Tax 
Disaster"  

 

  

The will left by The Sopranos' lead actor James Gandolfini is 

causing attorneys to scratch their heads. Some can't help but 

wonder – did the man who accumulated an estate worth about $70 

million seek any legal advice at all before making his will?  

 

  
   

    

 
 

 
 

 IMA President and CEO Jeff Thomson, CMA, shares his 

insight on the benefits of obtaining "extra certification."  

   
 

 CPAs Jacque Briskey and Josh McIntyre, members of 

the Alaska Society of CPAs, talk with us about their 

volunteer efforts to promote financial literacy.  

   
 

 AccountingWEB spoke with ICPAS President and CEO 

Todd Shapiro about strategies to meet the needs of young 

CPAs, particularly in regard to technology and CPE.  

   
 

 NAEA Senior Director of Government Relations Robert 

Kerr shares his perspective on the Enrolled Agents 

Credential Act.  

  

   

 

 

 Learn six common 

pitfalls that accountants 

should avoid when 

starting their own firm. 

Read more  

- Bert Doerhoff, CPA, 

founder of Accubiz  
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attending 

AccountingWEB 

Live! this year?  

 
 

 

 

Watch the 

AccountingWEB 

Live! video trailer  

Learn about the 

groundbreaking virtual 

conference that gives 

you the experience of 

attending a major 

national conference 

without having to travel 

or leave your office.  

 
 

 
 

  Auditor rotation - 

where do you 

stand?  
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